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Welcome
Welcome to our 4th edition of The Preston Magazine which we hope is
being enjoyed, please do let us know. We intend to produce our free
magazine monthly, which will contain lesser known history articles relating
to Preston.
A big thankyou for our advertisers, without them we could not produce
this magazine. Please support them whenever you can.
Our thanks to Priory Sports and Technology College for their help and
support in the production of our magazine. A link on their website's
community pages allows you to read all issues online, as well as our sister
magazine, The Penwortham Magazine. www.priory.lancs.sch.uk you can
also access The Preston Magazine via www.blogpreston.co.uk
Many thanks to our guest writers, Steve Halliwell, Peter Vickers, Paul D.
Swarbrick and Robert Gregson, and this month Keith Atkinson
Should you require a copy each month please contact us.
We are looking for images and memories relating to Preston, please send
them to us.
The Preston flag seen on the front of the magazine was designed by Philip
Tibbets, copyright has been waived to allow it to be used by anyone.
Take a look at the Preston groups on Flickr, there are thousands of
images, old and new.
Front Cover Image courtesy of David Douglas.
Regards
Heather
Contact Details - Heather 07733 321 911
121 Broad Oak Lane, Penwortham, Preston, PR1 0XA
Email theprestonmagazine@gmail.com

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR LOCAL BUSINESSES
The Preston Magazine accepts no responsibility for any transactions, goods or services,
entered into with or provided by advertisers within these pages.

Trial Trip of Torpedo Boat on the Ribble

The trial trip, under Admiralty regulations, of a torpedo boat built by Mr Richard Smith,
shipbuilder, The Marsh, Preston, took place on Saturday on the River Ribble. The boat
has been built for her Majesty's Government and is intended for Tirhoot, India, her special
mission being coast defence. She is one of seven contracted for. The weather was
exceedingly rough and the tide was very high when the trial took place, but the conditions
were complied with in a most satisfactory manner, the indicated horse power of the
engines being 170, and the boat attaining the speed of 15 statute miles on a draught of 2ft
6in. The length of the boat overall is 62 ft, beam 12 ft, mean depth amidships 4 ft, draught
2ft 6 in. The crew will consist of 10 men, and the boat carries three tons of coal. The
Torpedo boat is built of the best quality of steel, one-eighth inch in thickness, galvanised,
the total weight of the hull is five tons. The engines are high pressure, with stroke of 8 in.
by 9 in. on each screw, the boiler is of the locomotive type of large capacity, maintaining
steam to enable the engines to indicate 170 horse power. The total weight of the boat
equipped in working order with coals and crew onboard and steam up is only 22 tons.
The largest class of torpedo boats is 120 feet long and weighs 30 tons. It is a twin screw
boat, the torpedo being shot from a spar fixed on the bow. The boat will be elegantly
fitted up in India. The fore part being utilised for the officers and the rear for the crew.
Mr Smith sends out the drawings with the boat, the decorating and finishing of which is
done abroad to prevent damage in transit. The characteristics of the boat is enormous
power with the lightest draught and greatest speed. This Torpedo boat, which is
christened 'No. 112' is the first ever to be built in Preston, and is quite an epoch in the
history of local shipbuilding. Before leaving this yard we noticed three 'stern wheelers', a
new description of steamers, duplicates, in fact, of the Nile boats, and intended for the
Brazils. Mr Smith has also just concluded a contract for four large steamers for the Italian
Government to ply on the Tiber.
Preston Chronicle September 19 1885
The competition was keen between manufacturers and nations to claim the fastest and deadliest
torpedo boats. Glittering statistics played well in the press, but the boats seldom provided such
impressive performance long beyond their trials. The technology was bounding forward at such
speed that a record-breaking TB of 1887 would be obsolete and all but ready for the junk heap by
1893.

Preston Digital Archive
Annual Appeal
Our initial goal of collecting 8000 images before the commencement of Preston Guild
2012 has been met, but we need your help to expand the collection even more. So,
cap in hand, like Oliver Twist, we humbly ask for more.
We know you must have musty old albums, biscuits tins and the odd sock drawer full
of interesting items of Preston and the surrounding areas past. So how can you
submit them to us …..
Read on !
1.

If you have to ability to scan them to your computer, you can send them to
our email address as attachments (300 dpi. Photo quality please) to

prestondigitalarchive@hotmail.com
2.

3.

For the technically among us you can mail material to our local address. We
will make copies and return them to you (at our cost) Our mailing address is
as follows
Preston Digital Archive, PO Box 1316, Preston PR1 ORT.
Please remember to include a return address.
For heavier/bulky items such as postcard collection etc. one of our local
volunteers may be able to pick up and collect or scan on site. Please let us
know your preference. (Call us on 07733 321911)

So what are we looking for, obviously photographs form the core of our collection,
images of commercial or industrial activity, lost streets and buildings, social activity
and gatherings etc. We love to receive post cards, especially RP-PPC (Real Photo
Picture Post Cards) Ephemera covers a broad spectrum of items and would include
such items as theatre programmes, invitations, magazine articles, old advertisements
and newspaper cuttings, also old church magazines.
At present the upper date range is
1990. We also try and confine the
general geographical area to Preston,
Penwortham, Fulwood, Grimsargh,
Walton le Dale, Bamber Bridge and
Lostock Hall.
Finally we welcome any suggestions
you might have for improving our
archive. You can see our archive on
Flickr, to date we have received over
3,000,000 views, with an average daily
count of +8000.
Thankyou for your interest and
hopefully support.
Also a big thankyou to all Preston
Digital Archive viewers.
Regards from Barney
Preston Digital Archive

Up Up and Away
At the first proclamation of the Guild in 2012 the people gathered on the Flag Market
witnessed a splendid spectacle of a lady gymnast twisting and twirling in her harness as the
tethered balloon from which she was suspended was guided around the square. That the
balloon could carry such a load was seemingly taken for granted by the onlookers, but this
was not the case back in the 19th Century when such flight was to be marvelled at. In June 1773
Montgolifer's hot air balloon took to the air in France and so began the possibility of man
flying. After a great deal of experimenting with hot air and hydrogen filled envelopes it was in
November the same year that the first manned flight took place, at the time regarded as
startling as man landing on the moon was in the 20th Century.
In Britain, Charles Green made the first flight in a balloon filled with coal gas on 19th July
1821. Whittle's History of Preston stated that there was a balloon accent at the Guild of 1822
but it isn't known if this was a
flight with a passenger, man
or beast. It was reported as
early as May 1825 that Mr
Green was seeking
permission of the Mayor of
Preston to launch his balloon
in the town and The Preston
Chronicle in June 1882
asserts that this launch took
place. The first detected
report of Mr Green in Preston
is in 1828 when he was to
make his 54th flight from the
back of the Craven Heifer
public house at the top of
North Road. “In spite of the
wet weather Mr Green,
accompanied by Mr Richard
Pemberton, joiner of this
town, launched his balloon,
but no sooner up than he
began to prepare for the
decent; and accordingly
made a safe landing in about
ten minutes, a little beyond
the Race Ground, and about
two and a half miles from
which the balloon started. Both men were completely drenched in rain.” In accounts of the
flight nothing is said about the plight of the “living animal” that was to be discharged by
parachute. In July 1831 the students on the National Schools of Walton and Preston
numbering some 4,000 children were assembled on The Marsh to witness the accent of two,
fortunately, unmanned balloons provided by members of the Institute for the Diffusion of
Knowledge. The first balloon launched about 3.30pm drifted on a strong breeze in the
direction of Longton and disappeared from sight in about ten minutes. The second one
ascended in a similar manner but after about the same amount of time appeared to be hit by

lightning and came down in flames. Later the same year, when the children were again
gathered at Chadwick's Orchard to celebrate the coronation of William IV, the ornate balloon
measuring 40 feet in diameter failed take off as the material was damaged. In October 1867 at
the celebrations to mark the opening of the New Town Hall, and Avenham, Miller and Moor
Parks in Preston an audience of 80,000 gathered at Moor Park for the launching of the Mr
Coxwell's balloon. Contemporary reports tell us that; “For a considerable distance, nothing
but a solid mass could be seen. The ground where the balloon was to be inflated had been
enclosed by posts and cords and the pressure of this large number of people against the cords
caused the police, and a number of soldiers, no little difficulty in preventing a breakdown on
the enclosure by the mob.” The police restored the enclosure and the filling of the balloon
then commenced with gas
supplied from the Gas
Company's main in Barrack
Road. The operation of
filling the balloon with
18,000 feet of gas took
from twelve until about half
past four, during which
time the crowd broke into
the enclosure and Mr Henry
Coxwellthe police and
soldiers struggled and
wrestled to contain the
crowd. Shortly after this
occurrence a number of
sandbags that had held the
balloon to terra firma, were
taken away and Mr
Coxwell began his ascent.
“The ascension was very
gradual and steady, and as
the aeronaut widened the
distance between himself
Mr Henry Coxwell
and the immense populace
below, the cheering on the
part of the multitude was loud and continuous, which Mr Coxwell acknowledged by waving
his hat. The balloon travelled in a S.S.E. direction, and its flight was quite of a rapid
character….After travelling some distance the balloon was noticed to veer round to another
direction and a cry was raised that the balloon was returning, when a bucolic-looking youth
exclaimed “Eh! Aye, he's comin back ageean ; he's forgotten summat”,the lad no doubt
having suddenly bethought himself of having seen about the ground an anchor or two, a
number of sand bags, and other things used in connection with the balloon. The balloon
however was soon lost to view. It is understood that Mr Coxwell alighted at West Houghton,
three miles beyond Chorley. (To be continued)
Pete Vickers

A Visit to the Preston Stone Yard
A correspondent of The Manchester Examiner and Times (Mr E Waugh, Lancashire Poet)
thus describes a visit he paid to a place where the Preston out-door paupers break stones :The Stone Yard is close by the Preston and Lancaster canal. Here there are from 170 to
180, principally young men, employed in breaking, weighing and wheeling stone for road
mending. The stones are of a hard kind of blue boulder, gathered from the land between
Lancaster and Kendal. The 'Labour Master' told me that there were thousands of tons of
these boulders between Lancaster and Kendal. A great deal of them are brought from a
place called 'Tewbit Field' about seven miles on 't'other side o' Lancaster'. At the Stone
Yard it is all piece work, and the men can come and go as they like. As one of the
Guardians told me 'They can oather sit an' break 'em, or kneel an' break 'em, or lie deawn
to it, if they'n a mind.' The men can choose whether they will fill three tons of the broken
stone, and wheel it to the central heap, for 1s., or break one tone for 1s., The persons
employed here are mostly 'lads an'leet-timber't chaps; the stronger men are sent to work
on Preston Moor. There are great varieties of health and strength amongst them. 'Beside'
as the Labour Master said, 'yo'd hardly believe what a difference there is I'th wark o' two
men worchin' at the same heap sometimes. There's a great deal i'th breaker neaw; some
on 'ems more artful than others. They finden out that they can break 'em as fast again at
after they'n gotten to th'wick i'th inside. I have known an odd un or two here that could
break four ton a day, an' many that couldn't break one; but then, you know, th' men can
only do accordin' to their ability. There is these differences, and there always will be'. As
we stood talking together, one of my friends said that he wished 'Radical Jack' had been
there. The latter gentleman is one of the guardians of the poor, and Superintendant of the
Stone Yard. The men are naturally jealous of misrepresentation, and, the other day, as
'Radical Jack' was describing the working of the yard to a gentleman who had come to
look at the scene, some of the men overheard his words, and, misconceiving their
meaning, gathered around the superintendant, clamourously protesting against what he
had been saying. 'He's lying !' said one, 'Look at these honds !' cried another, 'We'n they
ever be fit to go to th' factory wi' again?' Others turned up the soles of their battered
shoon to show their cut and stockingless feet. They were pacified at last; but, after the
superintendant had gone away, some of the men said much and more, that, 'if ever he towd
ony moor lies abeawt 'em, they'd fling him into th'cut.' The 'Labour Master' told me there
was a large wood shed for the men to shelter in when rain came on. As we were
conversing one of my friends exclaimed, 'He's here now !' 'Who's here !' 'Radical Jack'.
The superintendant was coming down the road. He told me some interesting things,
which I will return to on another occasion. But our time was up. We had other places to
see. As we came away, three old Irishwomen, leaned against the wall at the corner of the
yard, watching the men at work inside. One of them was saying 'Thim guardians is the
awfullest set o' min in the world ! A man had better be transported than come under 'em,
An' this they'll try you, an' try you, as if you were goin' to be hanged'. The poor old soul
had evidently only a narrow view of the necessities and difficulties which beset the
labours of the Board of Guardians at a time like this. On our way back to town one of my
friends told me he had met a sexton the day before, and had asked him how trade was with
him. The sexton replied that it was 'Varra bad – nowt doin' hardly' 'Well, hows that ?
asked the other, 'Well,thae sees' answered the sexton 'Poverty seldom dees. Taeres far
moor kilt wi'o'er-heytin' an' o'er drinkin' not there is wi' bein' pinched'.
Preston Chronicle June 11th 1862

HALEWOOD and SONS of PRESTON
Antiquarian and Collectable
Booksellers Since 1867

Step Back In Time And Visit Our Two 'amazing' Shops At
37 And 68 Friargate, Preston, PR1 2ED and Browse To Your Hearts
Content !
LOCAL HISTORY A SPECIALITY FOR OUR FREE SERVICE
SEARCH OR IF YOU HAVE INTERESTING ITEMS FOR SALE

CONTACT MICHAEL HALEWOOD
(as featured regularly on Radio Lancashire)

on 01772 252613

or EMAIL- mh@halewood2216.freeserve.co.uk

The Black Horse
Friargate/Orchard St, Preston
8 Cask Ales – Unicorn, Dizzy Blonde,
XB, Golden Dragon, Old Tom,
Cumbria, IPA, Double Hop IPA,
Robinson Crusoe
Old Rosie Scrumpie, Amstel, Budvar,
Grolsh Blonde, Veltins Lagers, Stowford
Press Cider, Wines, Spirits, Bottles

Our café ‘The Graze and Grog’ is now
open 6 days a week, 12 till 7.

Oldest and Tallest Bar in Lancashire
Grade II listed.
Newly Refurbished
See our website for the Menu
01772 280455
www.blackhorse-preston.co.uk
theblackhorse44@aol.com

We do it all for you
Highly experienced to ensure you are extremely satisfied from
start to finish
Valuable advice regarding your project - Reliable service
•
•
•
•
•
•

General construction
Drainage – Foundations – Landscaping
Sand and stone supplied
Equestrian paddocks constructed
Excavator hire with drivers
Waste removal of bricks - soil hard core Cheaper than skips without the hard work for you
Tel – 01772 298451 / 07949272198

Preston Guild Special: The Guild Hall
Lancaster Road.
by Paul D. Swarbrick

As the Preston Guild is now upon us I have been recollecting what was built on
the area on which the Preston Guild Hall, which was completed in 1972, now
stands.
I am certain that many readers will well remember this area, and there will be
some younger people who will have very little idea of what was there prior to the
construction of the Guild Hall. Essentially the three main roadways that surround
the Guild Hall, Lancaster Road, Lord Street and Tithebarn Street, have been in
existence for many years and the site on which it is built was the home for a few
narrow passageways and various business premises.
Our first photograph in Image 1 is of a
part of the east side of Lancaster Road.
All the buildings seen here, up to and
including the Ribble Motor Services
office, were swept away to make way
for the new Guild Hall. The Ribble
Motor Services office can be seen
between a narrow passageway known
as Wards End, on the left side of the
offices; and to the right side there was
Kenyons pastry and confectioners
shop, and adjacent to Kenyons, is a
building which still remains to this day,
which is the Stanley Arms. When the Guild Hall was built a narrow road between

the Guild Hall and the Stanley Arms was constructed and was then named Wards
End in commemoration of the ancient passageway that was.
On the left side of the old Wards End there was The Guild Boot Repairing
Company Ltd., Boot Repairers followed by The Tea Bar, a much loved place of
refreshment by Prestonians around that time. Moving to the far left side of the
block, on the corner of Lancaster Road and Lord Street, as illustrated in Image 2,
there was a tall building which, in the early 1900's was partly occupied by the
Roebuck Inn as shown in Image 3. Image 2 also shows the old Derby Arms public
house.

Wards End was a very convenient 'short cut' for Prestonians, and in everyday use
to gain access to the Ribble Bus Station. Whilst walking along this quaint ancient
place people would pass various business premises, one being, the Golden Lion
public house just on the left side as you entered Wards End from Lancaster Road
as can be seen in Image 4, and in Image 5, viewing from the east side of Wards
End, you can get a better perspective of the location by the view in the
background of Lancaster Road and of the Harris Museum & Library.
Up to the late 1960's, Lord Street
remained much the same for many years,
apart from the construction of the Ribble
Bus Station around 1927. The
photograph from 1912 in Image 6 shows
a westerly view from the junction of
Tithebarn Street and Lord Street. The
buildings to the left side of the premises
of T.C. Holden Ltd, which is just left of
centre, were swept away to build the
Ribble Bus Station as can be seen in
Image 7. It is interesting to note that the 1912 image of Lord Street shows, in the
distance, an easterly view of Lancaster Road and the buildings that existed then
prior to the 1930's construction of the Municipal Buildings or Town Hall as it is
now known.

In the late 1960's plans had been drawn up by architects Robert Matthew,
Johnson-Marshal and partners to construct a new Guild Hall for Preston and the
site chosen was that of the old Ribble Bus Station and all the existing buildings,
roads and alleyways in that block area. The New Bus Station was already in
operation and therefore it was all go ahead to start work. The Ribble Bus Station
was the first item on the agenda to be demolished, and so it was. The photograph
in Image 8 shows a view of that area following the Bus Station demolition.
Shortly after the demolition of the
Bus Station the remaining part of the
site was swept away very quickly
and work commenced on the
foundations of the new Preston
Guild Hall as can be seen in Image.

Preston Guild Hall is an
octagonal building designed
for the 2000 seater concert
hall and was officially
opened on May 11th 1973
after many trials and
tribulations concerning
builders strikes and the like.
It appears to be one of those
'love it or loathe it' type of
buildings and in its past has had various nicknames such as 'the Preston
Pomegranate' and 'the Terrible Toadstool'. However, Prestonians seem to have
warmed to it somewhat over the years and it is still looked upon as the main
entertainment venue in Preston even though it does appear that the halcyon days
of this establishment have passed.
This article showcases photos from the brilliant Preston Digital Archive which
is an online archive of images of Preston's past.

ODE TO PRESTON DOCKERS
Oh, gracious span of wind and water,
You gave me life and asked no quarter,
You likened me to an ant in labour
Every cargo being my saviour.
Giant cranes with necks of steel,
Dipping their heads into the keel.
Timber, pulp, and sacks of clay,
Surrendering up to the light of day.
Men with hooks and spades, and slings,
With pads on their shoulders to hide the stings.
Ships from Russia, ships from France,
On the great water they did dance,
Sometimes four abreast, and waiting,
Their painted hulls on the quayside grating.
Capstans turning, ropes all straining,
Not a man acting, not a man feigning.
Every mans mind on the job in hand,
Wasn't it hard, but wasn't it grand.
This was a toil that no man hated,
Even the worst was sometimes feted.
Tides may come and tides may go,
We work in rain and wind and snow.
What is it that holds us year after year,
It must be each other that keeps us here,
Mates together through the thick and thin,
Friend of the Dane, and pal of the Finn,
Where are they now those salts of the earth,
Serious men, and men of mirth.
Always ready, able, and willing,
To give you if need be their very last shilling.
Alas, the dock it is no more,
The seamans mission has closed its door,
What a sad end to the life we knew,
The stud, the black cabin and the coal tip crew.
Maybe the new will bloom, we'll see,
But ghosts of dockers will haunt your Quay.
Le Envoi
By Kenneth Baines
Ex Docker

A Preston Lad – Part 3
By Arthur Eric Crook
I have no real recollection
of my first night in this
place I had no wish to be.
I fell asleep exhausted with
the day's event, bewildered
by my new surroundings,
and more than a bit scared
of all these kids who were
strangers to me. Miss Hall
filled me with dread,
before bed she had given a
speech to me covering the
rules of the Home, which
had gone over my head
completely, and explained
to me very heartlessly that
I was a product of the
devil, born in the gutter of
sin. I didn't really understand what she was saying but with her daily reminders I very
soon came to realise what she meant.
Early next morning I was shook by one of the other boys and told to get up.
It was not quite six o' clock but I was shown how to perform the daily jobs, which had to
be done meticulously before breakfast. Every single morning. We were to make our beds,
making sure there were no creases in the turned down part of the top sheet. The younger
boys had not, or did not stir themselves till seven o'clock. We older boys after bedmaking
went downstairs and commenced work. The fireplace scaled. The good part of the
cinders picked out, and used when the
paper and firewood had been laid.
Ashes were emptied and the whole of
the Lancashire Range black leaded.
The steel parts including the poker
and tongs emery papered. The fire
was lit, everywhere dusted and the
floor mopped on your hands and
knees with cold water. The long
passage that ran from the front to the
back door polished, using Ronuk and
a big heavy iron polisher with bristles
in the base. The other half was
scrubbed. All doors and door frames
dusted, every single handle, door
knob, latch, taps, which were made of brass and had to be polished. Stairs had rubber
treads and had to be scrubbed, the sides polished. The porch at the back door had to be
cleaned and the floor tiles scrubbed. Five lavatories outside, bowls to be cleaned and

floors washed and donkey stoned, the same with the stones round the cellar grating. The
outside steps that led to the cellar washed and stoned. The same applied to the step and
three flags at the outside gate. And so, back to the kitchen. The youngest of the older lads
had to tend the cooking of the porridge. Iron pans were in use those days, very heavy.
Once it had come to the boil, constant stirring was required to stop it from sticking to the
bottom of the pan. As it thickened you let it simmer and it formed bubbles which burst,
the resultant splash left red burn marks on the back of your hand, but you had to keep
stirring. Next the table laid for twelve hungry lads. We had a bowl of porridge sweetened
with syrup, followed by bread and dripping, six days a week. One Sundays we had a
boiled egg, small kids half an egg. After breakfast and lengthy prayers, offered in thanks,
including 'Almighty and most Merciful Father, We have erred and strayed ….' (I still
know all the words) then washing up and everything put away. By the way, Miss Hall
had egg and bacon, fried bread etc. every single day. As a treat she saved all the bacon fat
in a pot marmalade jar, when it was full she gave it us on our bread instead of dripping. It
was lovely, with little, burnt, black, gritty bits in it. Smashing stuff. After seven years of
porridge and dripping, I still like it. You can't render fat down to make dripping anymore,
today's meat has no fat on it. Now and again, as a treat, I have a fried butty, though not
often. After washing up, the stove had to be blackleaded, then down to the cellar to get
washed for school, after we cleaned six wash basins and thirteen taps. By this time the
water had started to get warm. In winter the cellar was illuminated by a single batwick
burner. All this work had to be carried out by about six boys, if we didn't get through our
quota, or it was not to the correct standard. No breakfast.
After ablutions upstairs to show our mentor our hands and bend over to display the
cleanliness of our necks. A last duty to be performed before leaving for school, everyone
had to sit on the toilet till a motion had been produced. On my first morning, I did so and
pulled the chain, to a scream from one of the others crying 'Eric, you have t'show her what
you do, never get rid of it till she's seen it !' For the next few days I suffered from fear
induced constipation, try as I might I could not produce waste for someone else to look at.
This was soon remedied with large doses of Castor Oil shoved down my throat. In due
time nature responded (and for
the next sixty years at 8.30. am
Nature called).
Then off to school. I loved
school, no Miss Hall. Home for
dinner, twelve till two, when
nearly all the jobs were repeated
again, but no dusting, or outside
work. After tea it all happened
again ! By the way, during the
exhortation from the table after
breakfast, the collect had to be
read. It was a mini Church
service.
More next month ………………

gillibrand fireplaces
EST. 1954
AN ENVIABLE REPUTATION
Good, honest advice from a small
team who love
what they do and are
knowledgeable about what they
sell.
Fireplaces, fires and stoves to suit
all homes and budgets.
82 Liverpool Road Penwortham
Preston PR1 0DQ
01772 740528 gillibrandfireplaces.co.uk

C.T.S. SECURITY
Intruder Alarms – Door Intercoms
Audio and Video Access Control
Closed Circuit Television – Aid Call
Emergency Call Alarms
Security Lights
Lock Replacement and Fitting
Light Electrical
Installation Maintenance and
Repair Free Quotes
We are a family firm with over 35 years experience

Call Les on 07774 109640
info@ctsaccess.co.uk

The East Lancashire Railways
By Bob Gregson
Liverpool, Ormskirk and Preston section
The B & PR was amalgamated with the East Lancashire Railway (ELR) on August 3rd,
1846, and some two months later, the Liverpool, Ormskirk and Preston Railway (LO&PR)
was absorbed into the same company. Work commenced on the line with the timehonored cutting of the firs sold at Maghull on March 16,1947.
The company appointed Joseph Locke and John Edward Errington as engineers for the
main route and a third engineer, Sturges Meek, was engaged to take charge of the works in
the Liverpool area. The contractors were Mckenzie, Brassy and Stephenson who tendered
at a cost of £200,000, with an estimated completion date of July 1, 1848. The twenty four
and a quarter mile long route ran from Walton Junction on the Liverpool & Bury Railway
to Penwortham, and connected with the Blackburn line at Lostock Hall. On completion of
the line, stations were built at Midge Hall, Croston, Rufford, Burscough, Ormskirk (where
a clause in the act required a branch to Skelmersdale) Aughton Park, Town Green,
Maghull and Aintree.
A branch line was later opened to serve Wright and Cottam's brick works at Croston,
which had a Foster's patent brick kiln capable of burning 100,000 bricks weekly. The 12
acre site also had a tram-road with steam driven winding gear and 28 private railway
wagons. Difficulties were met at Rufford, where successive attempts to build an
embankment were thwarted due to the soft, boggy ground; and with time and funds
running out, a 400 yard long timber trestle had to be constructed upon piles, which had to
be driven down to a depth of 40 feet before hard ground could be reached. Similar but
less serious problems occurred at Croston, but more deep piling was required for a timber
viaduct across the River Douglas.
The line was officially opened on Monday April 2, 1849, following the approval of
Captain Wynne R.E., a government inspector, who had passed it over the day before.
There was no public celebration of the event, the unpleasant position of the company with
the lessees of the North Union rendering any festive demontration inadvisable, if indeed
advisable in any circumstances.
The ongoing feud between the two companies sparked off a competition in ticket prices:
On Thursday last, the fares were only sixpence each, third class to Liverpool, ninepence
second class and one shilling first. On Thursday night, the NU people tired of this game
raised their fares to one shilling and sixpence, two shillings and sixpence and three
shillings and sixpence. The ELR yet takes passengers at one shilling, on shilling and
sixpence and two shillings. The reduction of fares naturally caused great numbers of
persons to travel to Liverpool yesterday.
For many years the 4.40 Liverpool Exchange to Blackpool and Skipton stopped at Midge
Hall, where the rear Skipton portion, comprising of old non-corridor stock, was detached.
With the Blackpool train out of the way, a Lostock Hall engine, which had been waiting in
the goods loop, coupled-up to the rear portion and took the train on to Skipton, by way of
Blackpool and Great Harwood-Padiham loop. It has been noted that this 64 mile route
must have been one of the longest trips in the country using non-corridor vehicles.
Next time ………….. The Bamber Bridge and Preston Extension
Taken from 'The Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway around Preston'

Priory
w w w. p r i o r y. l a n c s . s c h . u k

Priory Sports & Technology College
presents

The One Voice Community Choir,
alongside singers from
Penwortham County Primary School,
St. Teresa’s Primary School and
Priory Sports & Technology College
Wednesday October 24th 2012
at 7-00pm in the School Hall
Adults £3.50, Concessions £2.50
Tickets available from Priory School Office
Telephone: 01772 320250

